Replacing BMW Kidney Grilles on: 2011 LCI E92 Coupe

Welcome to the DIY Guide for changing your kidney grilles on your BMW 2011 E92 Coupe
•

This picture guide is written with the complete novice in mind and its simplicity is the key to your
success.

•

Replacing your kidney grilles, with no experience, will take only 15 minutes or less.

•

For the job you will need only your replacement grilles, a Torx 30 Driver (or) an equivalent sized
Allen Key (I used an Allen Key as I already had one in my toolbox), small screwdriver and a spare
15 mins.

• Use an Allen Key or a Torx 30 Driver to undo the four screws. They are only lightly
tightened and can be removed effortlessly.
• With the four screws then removed, gently pull the white shrouding away from the car
only about two inches or so – you only need enough room to place your hand
inside to get to the back of the kidney grilles so you can undo the clips.

•

The grille is held in place by six plastic slide-in locking clips. To undo the two bottom clips and the one side clip,
place your hand behind the shrouding and push the centre of each clip UP to unlock (a small screwdriver
may be needed to assist)

•

Make sure you are pulling moderately firm from the front of the grille with your other hand as you undo the clips,
the top three clips have to be pushed DOWN in the centre to get them to release.

•

Once all clips have been unlocked, the grille will pull away from the front of the car effortlessly.
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•

From the outside, simply get your new grilles – line them up with the 6 slots and push them firmly into place.

•

After both grilles have been pushed into place, they will automatically lock into position firmly.

•

Now simply push the cars shrouding back into position and replace the four screws with your Allen Key or Torx Driver
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Now admire your new BMW kidney grilles J

March 2011 – by QLD

Grilles pictured are BMW Performance – Gloss Black. Car is Mineral White

